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ZOOLOGT PAPER-I 

QUESTION PAPER SPECFIC NSTRUCTIONS 

Pease reai eaci of he iolomng insructons carey beire atping quesions 

Candidate has to attept FIVE quesicns in al 

Watn Vrs:250 

There ae EIGHI Cuesions �riiei in o Secions ni prind borh in HINDI and 

in ENGUSH 

SATC-20LT 

Ouestion Nos. 1 and 5 re compulsory ani our of the remaining, THREE are to be attempted 

choosing at least ONE question om ach Secion 

The number of mats carried by a quesion part s nicated against it 

Word limit in questions, wherever specified, should be adhered to 
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Answers must be witten in the meium authorizec in the Admission Certfcate 

must be stated cleariy on the cover of this Queston-cum-Answer (0CA Booklet in the 

snace provided No marks wll be gven ior ansaers WTiten in a medium other than the 

authorized one. 

hich 

Illustrate vour answers with suitable sketches and diagrams, wherever considered necessar. 

Attempts of questions shall be counted in sequenttal order. Unless struck off, attemp: of a 

question shall be counted even if attempted partiy. Any page or portion of the page left blank 

in the Question-cum-Answer Booklet must be clearly struck off 
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(a) thfuas faiBi-4 

Write short notes on the following in about 1 50 words cach : 

(b) AE ige-ya (tafe) 
Statocyst of medusa 

Erythrocytic schizogony 

(c) ifAu ft facsl4ar ff 

(b) 

(d) faureI 

(c) 

YUg-A | SEcTION-A 

Evolutionary status of Onychophora 

(e) qfai yaH 

Neoteny 

Migration in birds 

Define conjugation. Explainthe mechanism of conjugation in Paramecium. 
Also give its significance. 

Describe the different stages of life cycle of leech with the help of suitable 
diagram. 

Describe the respiratory organs and mechanism of respiration in cockroach. 

Explain the general features, life cycle and pathogenicity of Taenia. 

Give an illustrated account of origin of mammals. 

10×5-50 

Describe the perivisceral coelom and endoskeleton of Asterias. 
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4. 

(c) 

Draw a well-labelled diagram of adreal eland and dincunn the funetioms of its 
hormones. 

Describe the general features and life cycle of Ascaris. 

(a) ntfrfts Aèa 

(b) 

What are the skeletal elements of sponges? Describe the structure and types of 

various skeletal elements found in sponges. 

Write short notes on the following in about 150 words cach : 

(c) 

Ecological niche 

(d) Jrgu 

Golelobac 

Instinct behaviour in animals 

Pathogenesis of cholera 

Amniocentesis 

(e) -atr2 nÍSCT 

Gug-B / SECTION-B 

Lotka-Volterra model 

Define regression. Explain different methods and applications of regression 
analysis. 
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Define food chain. Describe different types of food chain with suitable 
examples. 

Describe the phernomenon of altruism and kinship in studying animal 
behaviour with suitable examples. 
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7. (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

What is lac culture? Explain the life cycle of lac insect and describe cultivation 
and processing of lac in India. Also add a note on its economic importance. 

What is Project Tiger? Discuss the various threats and conservation strategies 
to protect tigers in India. 

Define imprinting. Describe the mechanism of imprinting in animals with 
suitable examples. 

Describe the symptoms, diagnosis, treatment and preventive measures of 
livestock diseases. 

Define crypsis. Explain the types and mechanism of crypsis in animals with 
suitable examples. 

What is ELISA? Explain the principle, types, procedure and applications of V 
ELISA. 
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